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Bayesian network considering the clustering of
the customers in a hair salon
Yuki Horita1 and Haruka Yamashita2*

Abstract: The service industry, which includes hair salons, currently accounts for
almost 70% of Japan’s GDP(Gross Domestic Product). Although hair salons are
frequently used, over the years, the industry has decreased in size. However, the
number of hair-salon facilities and the number of hairdressers have both continued
to increase, thus leading to the overcrowding of salons. Consequently, about 90% of
hair salons close within 3 years after they first open; this is a significant issue.
Today, various business approaches, such as using coupons, have been positively
adopted by the Japanese hair-salon industry. However, some customers use a salon
only once, while others use them repeatedly. Consequently, the effectiveness of
different business measures can vary greatly, so it is necessary to conduct analyses
of the various approaches. Therefore, from a management perspective, it is impor-
tant to use actual data analysis to determine what types of menu items are most
effective. In this study, we have identified soft clusters of customers by using an
extension of the recency-frequency-monetary (RFM) analysis that is based on soft
clustering. We used a Bayesian network to construct a causal model for each class
that was obtained in this way. We also proposed a method that uses sensitivity
analysis to determine an optimal menu for business measures.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background
Almost 70% of Japan’s GDP comes from the service industry, which makes it one of the nation’s
most important industries. One popular type of service provider that is patronized by many people
in Japan is the hair salon. In fact, the number of such facilities continues to increase each year.
However, owing to a decrease in the population of young people and an increase in new haircut
services, the hair-salon industry has entered a period of decline. Consequently, 90% of hair salons
tend to close within 3 years of starting operations (Ministry of Health in Japan, 2012). Thus, it is
important to initiate various efforts in order to maintain hair-salon services. Consequently, many
studies have focused on hair salons. One of the early studies in this area was conducted by
Soulliere (1997) (Jo-Ting Wei, Chen, & Wu, 2013; Soulliere, 1997).

One popular strategy is to issue coupons. Many hair salons offer coupons for services such as
haircuts, hair dyeing, or permanents as promotional attractions for new customers. An analysis of
the effects of issuing coupons, which considers the resulting differences in treatment of hair, is
therefore important for ensuring effective hair-salon management. One method for describing the
causal structure between the variables is the application of a Bayesian network (Pearl, 1988). This
model not only reveals the causal relationship between different factors but also enables the
functional analysis; that is, it can help to determine the effect ratio of variables when the
occurrence ratio of another variable is set to be 100% (Pearl, 1988). This paper analyzes the
data by using this particular method.

Various types of customers may patronize a hair salon. For example, some customers may stop
using a particular hair salon after a few visits, some may continuously utilize the same hair salon,
and some others may spend significant amounts of money on their hair treatments. It is thought
that many clusters of customers exist, with each cluster having its own structure for hair treat-
ments and coupon use. In this study, we utilized statistical data analysis, which was applied to the
marketing research (e.g., Marakkalage et al., 2019), to analyze the effect of each coupon menu
provided by a hair salon. It should be noted that our proposing method is original. More precisely,
we combined a latent class model-based clustering approach to grasp the features of consumers
in detail and a Bayesian-network method to understand the effect of the coupon menu on the
growth of consumers and hair salons.

To determine the clustering of customers and thus grasp the features of customers in detail, one
generally applies a recency-frequency-monetary (RFM) analysis (Dursun & Caber, 2016). This
method categorizes customers based on three characteristics: (1) recency (i.e., How recently did
the customer purchase a given item?), (2) frequency (i.e., How often does the customer purchase
a given item?), and (3) money (i.e., How much does the customer spend on the service and the
item). Recently, a research study (Zhang, Yamashita, Mikawa, & Goto, 2015) proposed a latent-
class-analysis model for RFM analysis. This method divides the customers into clusters probabil-
istically based on a soft-clustering approach, and this method delivers a preferable performance
when the customer structure is complex (Zhang et al., 2015). Therefore, we employed this soft-
clustering approach in the present study.

1.2. Purpose of this study
As mentioned in Subsection 1.1, we analyzed the purchase and treatment data by categorizing the
customers through an application of soft clustering based on the RFM approach (Zhang et al.,
2015); we constructed a Bayesian network for each cluster in order to represent the causal
relationship between coupon use and the treatment received. While we expected these models
to represent the structure of all the data, two main issues arose while applying these approaches.
The first issue was that we determined the distance between each customer’s home and the salon
and then applied this information in our analysis. Second, because a Bayesian-network model does
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not consider the data probabilistically, we could not apply the results of a soft-clustering approach
directly to Bayesian Network.

In the present study, we first extended the soft-clustering-based RFM approach to include
information about the distances between the customers’ homes and the salons. We termed this
extension as “RFMD analysis.” We also proposed the application of a bootstrap (Levich & Thomas,
1993) to the Bayesian-network model construction. We then applied the proposed model to real-
world data about hair salons obtained from a data-analysis competition sponsored by the
Association of Management Science Research, which was held in Japan in 2018. We divided the
customers into clusters based on a probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) approach
(Hofmann, 1999) and constructed a Bayesian network for each cluster. We then described the
results of both models and performed a sensitivity analysis; this enabled us to show the effects of
different variables when the probability of one variable was set to unity for each cluster.

Conventionally, many researchers have discussed the approach for running hair salons (e.g.,
Soulliere, 1997; Ward, Galoppo, & Lin, 2007), and in more recent times, decision-making with
regard to the issuing of coupons (Jo-Ting Wei et al., 2013) has also been studied. However, Jo-
Ting Wei et al., 2013) did not discuss the effect of the menu in quantitative terms; our approach
can thus be considered as a study that deals with the quantitative challenge

1.3. Research design
This study’s research design followed Wei’s article (Jo-Ting Wei et al., 2013). Wei’s study divided
the hair salon users into some groups in terms of the RFM variables and discussed the relevant
menu features they chose for each salon. However, that study did not consider the distance from
the customer’s home to the salon as a variable; nevertheless, this information was important.
Furthermore, sensitivity analysis was useful for utilizing the analysis results in real-world market-
ing; therefore, we proposed a new method that considers the distance between the consumer’s
home and the salon. Sensitivity analysis was thus considered in this study.

This study is organized as follows. We described the basic analysis of this study in Section 2 and
introduced the preliminaries in Section 3. In Section 4, we discussed the problems inherent in
previous studies and proposed our method. After this, Section 5 provided information about the
application to the real-world data, and finally, Section 6 provided the conclusion and future works
for this study.

2. Basic analysis
In this section, we will discuss the basic analyses conducted on the supplied data. These data
contained the usage histories of the selected hair salons for the period between 1 July 2016 and
30 June 2017; the relevant information of 23,952 customers, without any missing values, was
considered for the analysis. Basically, the coupons were distributed only to customers who were
using the salon for the first or second time. These coupons provided discounts for haircut,
permanent, straight permanent, hair dyeing, hair treatment, blow, or any other treatment.
A simple summary of this data is provided as follows.

Figure 1–3 show the distributions of recency (R [in days]), frequency (F [in times]), and money (M
[in yen]), respectively. Table 1 provides a summary of these statistics. Note that, when a customer
uses a gift certificate, the monetary value is denoted as zero.

Figure 1–3 show the distribution of each variable. An ideal customer scores a small value in terms of
R and large values in terms of F and M. The ideal distributions for F and M should thus be biased towards
the right; however, the actual distributions for F and Mwere biased towards the left. These figures show
that a few customers continued to use the selected hair salon. Naturally, it was found that the number of
visits per customer did not increase, and neither did the value of M. This hair salon thus had a serious
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Figure 1. The distribution of the
recency (R) of the customer
visits.

Figure 2. The distribution of the
frequency (F) of the customer’s
visits.

Figure 3. The distribution of the
money (M) of the customer
monetary.
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issue; that is, newcustomersdidnot visit it repeatedly, and itwas thusdifficult for the salon to create loyal
customers.

However, the salon was able to retain some loyal customers; for example, one customer visited
the hair salon 69 times, and another customer paid a total of 1,130,000 yen. Although the total
number of consumers was small, it was clear that some customers did develop into extremely
good customers, and loyal customers did exist. By appropriately classifying and analyzing these
customers and determining the reasons for loyalty increases in each cluster, we were able to
suggest an effective strategy increa for sing the hair salon’s business.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. RFM analysis based on probabilistic latent semantic analysis
A probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) is a type of clustering method. When
hard clustering methods, such as a k-means approach, (McQueen, 1967) are used, we tend to assume
that a datum belongs to only one class. Instead, in soft clustering, a datum is clustered probabilistically,
and it is thus able to belong to multiple classes probabilistically. Recently, an RFM analysis method that
applies the PLSA approach was proposed (Zhang et al., 2015). In the relevant study, the researchers
proposed a method to apply customer clustering to the purchase-history data of a supermarket.

3.2. Bayesian network (Pearl, 1988)
The Bayesian network (BN) graphical model expresses the causal relationships among different
variables by using directed acyclic graphs and conditional probabilities. By using a table to clarify
the conditional probability, it is possible to examine the relationship between the variables in
detail. BN is applied to many marketing data analyses.

One advantage of a BNmodel is that it enables the application of sensitivity analysis. Such an analysis
infers the influence of an explanatory variable on an objective variable (or variables) by conducting
stochastic propagation through the graph-like structure of the BN.We can thus determine the values, in
terms of the posterior probability, of the objective variable(s) by setting the prior probability of the
explanatory variable to unity. One can thus make the following inference: the larger the difference
obtained by subtracting the prior probability from the posterior probability, the greater the influence(s)
of the explanatory variable on the objective variable(s). In the present research, our goal was to
determine an optimal treatment menu for the salon; therefore, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in
order to determine an optimal menu for each cluster of customers.

4. Proposed methods

4.1. RFMD analysis based on PLSA
Based on the data provided from competition, we were able to obtain information about the
distance (D) between a customer’s home and the selected hair salon. Based on this information,
we were also able to determine the loyalty level of the customer with regard to the hair salon. If
the customer travels a long distance to visit the hair salon and repeatedly spends a lot of money

Table 1. Basic statistical values

R F M
Maximum 731 69 1,139,008

Minimum 1 1 0

Middle 147 2 22,140

Mean 246.44 4.94 56,888.74

SD 233.85 5.73 79,538.14
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there, the customer can be said to be highly loyal to the salon. Therefore, based on the PLSA, we
added this distance information to the RFM analysis (Zhang et al., 2015).

We first defined the variables. The values recency (R), frequency (F), money (M), and distance (D) for
each customer i—out of a total of L customers—were expressed as xni n 2 1;2;3;4f g; i 2 1;2; � � � ; Lf gð Þ.
Here, n ¼ 1 was R, n ¼ 2 was F, n ¼ 3 was M, and n ¼ 4 was D. The probability of simultaneous
appearance for the four variables, using the latent class zk k 2 1;2; � � � ;Kf gð Þ, could then be represented
as follows.

P x1i; x2i; x3i; x4ið Þ ¼ ∑
K

k¼1
P zkð Þ Q4

n¼1
p xnijzkð Þ: (1)

Here, it was assumed that the probability density function p xnijzkð Þ followed a Gaussian distribu-

tion, with parameters meaning μnk and a variance of σ2nk:

p xnijzkð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2nk

q exp � μnk � xnið Þ2
2σ2nk

 !
: (2)

For the given data x1i; x2i; x3i; x4ið Þ i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; Lð Þ, the log-likelihood function LL was as follows.

LL ¼ ∑
L

i¼1
log P x1i; x2i; x3i; x4ið Þ: (2)

Because we could not determine the parameters P zkð Þ and PðxnijzkÞ n ¼ 1;2;3;4ð Þ analytically, we
employed an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977), which
enabled parameter estimation, including that of latent class variables based on the repetition
approach (i.e., e-step and m-step), and it could be formulated as follows.

[e-step]

P zkjx1i; x2i; x3i; x4ið Þ ¼ P zkð Þ
Q4

i¼1
P xni jzkð Þ

∑K
k¼1 P zkð Þ

Q4

n¼1
P xni jzkð Þ

(3)

[m-step]

P zkð Þ ¼ 1
L ∑

L

i¼1
P zkjx1i; x2i; x3i; x4ið Þ (4)

μnk ¼ ∑L
i¼1 xniP zk jx1i ;x2i;x3i;x4ið Þ
∑L

i¼1 P zkjx1i ;x2i ;x3i ;x4ið Þ (5)

σ2nk ¼ ∑L
i¼1 xni�μnkð Þ2P zk jx1i ;x2i ;x3i ;x4ið Þ

∑L
i¼1 P zk jx1i ;x2i;x3i;x4ið Þ (6)

Each parameter was updated until the log likelihood in (3) converged.

4.2. Bootstrap method
For this study, we proposed a customer classification method that utilized an RFMD analysis based
on the PLSA, and we constructed a causal model using a BN for each latent class. A BN was applied
in order to clarify and visualize the relationships among the variables, and a wide range of
application examples were found to be available (Friedman, Geiger, & Goldzmidt, 1997)
(Cordeiro, Machás, & Neves, 2010) (Levich & Thomas, 1993). However, because a BN does not
consider the data probabilistically, it was difficult to construct a BN for the probabilistic clusters.
Instead, in this study, we generated the data for each class by utilizing an RFMD analysis based on
the bootstrap method (Efron & Tibshirani, 1986). In this approach, the affiliation probability for
customer i in the latent class zk was represented as follows.
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P x1i; x2i; x3i; x4ijzkð Þ ¼ P zkjx1i ;x2i ;x3i ;x4ið ÞP x1i ;x2i ;x3i ;x4ið Þ
∑L

i¼1 P zk jx1i ;x2i ;x3i;x4ið ÞP x1i ;x2i ;x3i;x4ið Þ : (7)

Furthermore, this approach allowed for the random extraction of one history datum for customer i,
and a dataset reflecting the customer’s feature of each latent class zk was then created.

By determining the BN of the dataset for each latent class, we were able to obtain a causal map
for each variable, and we were then able to discuss the relationships between the variables.
Moreover, conducting a sensitivity analysis enabled us to infer the differences, between the
services used by the latent class and those used by the graph structures.

Recently, some studies have proposed Bayesian structural EM algorithm approaches (Friedman,
1998) (Peña, Lozano, & Larrañaga, 2000), and several data analysis cases that consider the hidden
variables in BN have been revealed. In these studies, the hidden variables were considered as the
nodes of the BN. However, in this study, our objective was to examine the BNs’ structural
differences, as observed among the different featured clusters. Therefore, this study applied a two-
step approach based on PLSA and Bayesian networks using the bootstrap simulation.

5. Real data analysis
In this section, we will describe the application of the proposed model to real-world hair salon-
related data; this data was taken from a data-analysis competition sponsored by the Association
of Management Science Research, which was held in Japan in 2018. We divided the customers into
clusters using an RFMD analysis, which was based on the PLSA approach, and we constructed
a Bayesian network for each cluster. Next, we will discuss both the causal models and the
sensitivity analysis for each cluster.

5.1. Analysis conditions
We analyzed the usage history—involving a period of about 2 years—of a major Japanese hair
salon. In order to conduct an RFMD analysis based on the PLSA approach, we set the data for R as
the number of days from the last visit date to 1 July 2017; F was set as the number of visits to the
salon within this period, M was set as the total amount of money spent within this period, and
D was set as the straight-line distance between the customer’s home and the salon. We set the
information criterion as AIC (Sakamoto, Ishiguro, & Kitagawa, 1986).

We then constructed a BN, where the variables denoted as the treatment items purchased (Yano
Research Institute, 2018) for each cluster, and we performed a sensitivity analysis of the BN
obtained in this way. In the sensitivity analysis, we determined the effects of the treatment
options when the probability of using two types of coupons (Coupons 1 and 2) was denoted as
unity (That is, we set the coupon as an explanatory variable.). In the sensitivity analysis, we set the
objective variables as the treatment options.

5.2. The results of the RFMD analysis based on PLSA
The results of the PLSA-based RFMD analysis are shown in Table 2. Note that, based on a pre-
analysis, the number of latent classes was set as 21 (Soulliere, 1997).

Now, let us interpret the three characteristic classes. z4 was defined as a class of good custo-
mers (good class), z1 was defined as a class of bad customers (bad class), and z7 was defined as
a class of superior customers, who traveled a long distance (good distance class).

To apply the BN analysis, we generated artificial usage-history data for 10,000 customers by
applying the bootstrap method, which we formulated in Equation (7), and we also constructed
a BN model for each cluster. Furthermore, we applied the AIC information criterion for determining
the BN structure.
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Note that, a model that incorporated the conditional independence relationships among the
RFMD variables and the graphical models could also have been considered. However, in this study,
since the data granularities of the RFMD model and the BN were different, we did not consider the
conditional independence relationship. As stated in Section 4.2, our objective was to understand
the differences in the different featured customers including the good customers and the bad
customers. It was necessary to utilize the accumulated usage information of each consumer in
order to grasp the relevant consumer features the selected consumers. On the other hand, for
issuing coupons, it was necessary to construct BN not by utilizing the accumulated usage data but
through the usage data of each time period. Therefore, we adopted a two-step approach: a PLSA-
based clustering model and the relational model estimation based on the BN model.

5.3. The results of the BN and sensitivity analyses
In this subsection, we revealed the BNs of the three characteristic clusters in Tables 3–8, respec-
tively. Based on these results, different causal maps could be outlined. This showed that the
structure of the relationship between the issued coupons and the menu for each type of customer
was different.

Next, we will describe the results of the sensitivity analysis. Tables 3–8 show the result we
obtained for the services used in each latent class. In this subsection, we will describe the results
of the sensitivity analysis (See Table 3–8.). The second column in each table, labeled “Probability,”
represents the posterior probability; the third column “Difference” represents the difference
between the posterior probability and the prior probability; and the fourth column “Lift value”
represents the ratio of the posterior probability to the prior probability. If the objective variable was

Table 2. The results of the RFMD analysis

Latent Class R F M D Probability of
Belonging

z1 356.52 1.15 10,147.91 16.44 41.73%

z2 53.5 7.02 77,517.12 5.53 17.21%

z3 310.96 2.94 31,438.19 28.09 14.68%

z4 26.85 13.53 171,437.1 5.13 9.79%

z5 319.23 5.93 73,093.54 463.99 3.48%

z6 72.97 5.63 61,193.69 299.41 2.62%

z7 15.55 22.82 334,396.2 324.61 2.57%

z8 378.82 1.01 8644.68 1332.59 1.86%

z9 38.27 10.29 132,496.8 30.08 1.75%

z10 364.8 2.02 20,973.12 8.35 1.20%

z11 17.25 18.23 255,180 33.13 0.74%

z12 220.22 13.14 181,443.2 53.89 0.68%

z13 363.72 6.59 86,611.33 447.47 0.57%

z14 97.56 4.32 47,684.14 108.69 0.27%

z15 97.33 7.81 114,141.6 7.05 0.20%

z16 475.62 2.06 26,031.55 6.46 0.19%

z17 104.74 18.46 287,318.4 223.78 0.17%

z18 41.49 7.95 145,688.1 29.78 0.15%

z19 32.35 17.21 362,370.8 3.83 0.12%

z20 6.57 49.03 712,508.9 7.87 0.11%

z21 34.99 16.51 155,987.6 5.01 0.02%
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Table 3. Effects of coupon 1 on a good cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value

Hair dyeing 0.342 0.278 5.35

Treatment 0.103 0.076 3.832

Blow 0.381 0.275 3.581

Haircut4 0.773 0.529 3.169

Permanent 0.167 0.114 3.162

Straight perm 0.071 0.022 1.446

Fix it again 0.003 0 1

Treatment item 0.02 −0.017 0.542

Haircut2 0.011 −0.255 0.04

Haircut3 0.005 −0.134 0.038

Haircut1 0.005 −0.173 0.029

Table 4. Effects of coupon 2 on a good cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value
Treatment 0.522 0.495 19.451

Hair dyeing 0.425 0.361 6.64

Haircut4 0.93 0.686 3.815

Straight perm 0.167 0.118 3.422

Permanent 0.121 0.068 2.29

Fix it again 0.003 0 1

Blow 0.046 −0.061 0.429

Treatment item 0.01 −0.027 0.278

Haircut3 0.01 −0.129 0.071

Haircut1 0.01 −0.169 0.056

Haircut2 0.01 −0.255 0.037

Table 5. Effects of coupon 1 on a bad cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value
Permanent 0.148 0.067 1.826

Hair dyeing 0.387 0.163 1.724

haircut4 0.779 0.297 1.617

Blow 0.355 0.114 1.474

Straight perm 0.136 0.039 1.398

Treatment 0.108 0.029 1.361

Fix it again 1 0 1

Haircut1 0.013 −0.035 0.263

Haircut2 0.007 −0.085 0.081

Treatment item 0.001 −0.034 0.042

Haircut3 0.001 −0.075 0.015
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Table 6. Effects of coupon 2 on a bad cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value
Treatment 0.41 0.331 5.151

Straight perm 0.237 0.139 2.426

Haircut4 0.914 0.432 1.897

Permanent 0.123 0.042 1.514

Hair dyeing 0.335 0.111 1.492

Treatment item 0.04 0.005 1.135

Fix it again 1 0 1

Blow 0.183 −0.057 0.761

Haircut1 0.019 −0.029 0.391

Haircut3 0.019 −0.058 0.245

Haircut2 0.019 −0.074 0.203

Table 7. Effects of coupon 1 on “good customers’ willingness to travel a long distance” cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value
Straight perm 0.501 0.479 23.41

Treatment 0.484 0.452 15.317

Hair dyeing 0.352 0.258 3.735

Permanent 0.199 0.141 3.469

Haircut4 0.319 0.104 1.483

Treatment item 0.121 0.038 1.452

Blow 0.348 0.101 1.407

Fix it again 0.001 0 1

Haircut3 0.029 −0.037 0.437

Haircut1 0.08 −0.121 0.399

Haircut2 0.12 −0.185 0.393

Table 8. Effects of coupon 2 on “good customers’ willingness to travel a long distance” cluster

Menu Probability Difference Lift value
Treatment 0.831 0.8 26.317

Straight perm 0.291 0.27 13.597

Hair dyeing 0.55 0.455 5.836

Permanent 0.251 0.194 4.392

Haircut4 0.519 0.304 2.415

Blow 0.328 0.08 1.324

Fix it again 0.001 0 1

Treatment item 0.079 −0.004 0.953

Haircut3 0.011 −0.054 0.171

Haircut1 0.023 −0.178 0.114

Haircut2 0.032 −0.273 0.105
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x; and the explanatory variable was e, the quantities in these tables could be represented as
follows.

Probability : P xjeð Þ; (8)

Difference : P xjeð Þ � P xð Þ; (9)

Lift value : P xjeð Þ
P xð Þ : (10)

5.3.1. The results of the good customers
The good customers’ Bayesian network is shown in Figure 4 and sensitivity analysis results were as
follows.

We focused on the effect of the treatment coupons. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the increased
lift values for hair treatments were 5.350 and 19.451, respectively. We found that the coupon
provided in the treatment for the good class was effective.

5.3.2. The results of the bad customers
The bad customers’ Bayesian network is shown in Figure 5 and sensitivity analysis results were as
follows.

Focusing on the effects of Coupon 1, we found that the treatment was not effective; on the other
hand, Coupon 2 was effective as seen in Table 5 and Table 6.

5.3.3. Good customers travel long distances to reach the salon
The good customers travel long distances to reach the salon is described as Figure 6. Following the
findings of Subsection 5.3.2, we will now focus on the effect of the treatment coupons. Tables 7
and 8 show that the treatment coupons had a positive effect.

5.3.4. A discussion of the study results and considerations
Here, we will discuss the effect of the coupons. The tables show that treatment had a small effect
on the bad class and a large effect on both the good and the good long-distance classes. Similar
characteristics could be found with regard to the straight perm for Coupon 1. As these results

Figure 4. Good customers.
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indicated, issuing a coupon for hair treatment and straight perm was a useful strategy. In contrast,
for the effects of Coupon 2, the increased Lift value with regard to hair treatment was significant
for all the classes, so issuing a coupon for treatment seemed likely to increase the number of long-
distance customers. It should be also noted that hair dyeing had a small effect on the bad class
and a large effect on both the good and the good distance classes. Therefore, the issuing of
Coupon 2 (for hair dyeing) may not a have been a suitable strategy for increasing the number of
good customers’ or ‘encouraging customers to be loyal .

We can thus summarize that the effective menu for Coupon 1 was hair treatment and straight
perm and that the effective menu for Coupon 2 was hair dying and hair treatment; overall,

Figure 5. The results of the bad
customers.

Figure 6. Good customers travel
long distances to reach the
salon.
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treatment was thus a good coupon. Moreover, we found that each coupon had a different effect on
customer growth. Therefore, coupons using different strategies, should be applied. This structural
difference was found because our proposal enabled BNs that considered the latent classes. It can
be said that this analysis was a model case that used real-world data, and it was thus well-suited
for our proposal.

Here, we will discuss the adequacy of the proposed method for analyzing the data. Each result
was selected based on AIC (Sakamoto et al., 1986); for the estimated model, it could be said that
the balance of the model fit, and the number of parameters was preferable. However, when we
applied the analysis to the real system, we required a detailed verification. A satisfactory verifica-
tion would allow us to suggest that this method could be incorporated into the system. The system
was expected to increase the number of repeat customers, and it increased the number of good
customers.

In a previous conventional study (Jo-Ting Wei et al., 2013), researchers had similarly suggested
the effectiveness of the coupon menu for increasing customer growth; however, the analysis
method of that study was based on a self-organization map. They were unable to discuss the
effectiveness of the menu by using the prior and posterior probabilities. Therefore, we suggest that
our proposal can provide more detailed information compared to the conventional method.

6. Conclusion and future work

6.1. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a new method for analyzing the relationship between coupon issuing
and the growth of the extended soft-clustering-based RFM approach (Zhang et al., 2015); the study
achieved this objective by adding information about the distance between customers and the
salon into the analysis . Furthermore, we have proposed the application of a bootstrap method
(Efron & Tibshirani, 1986) to a Bayesian-network model construction. This model enabled us to
represent the different causal structures of each latent class. In terms of marketing theory, our
study should be viewed as a case study for the customization of online advertising,—a subject that
is well studied in the marketing field (e.g., Lee, Kim, & Sundar, 2015). With regard to the RFMD
approach, this study can be considered as a customer evaluation study (e.g., Stein & Ramaseshan,
2016).

Moreover, we applied the proposed model to real-world data regarding hair salons and inter-
preted the results through sensitivity analysis. This interpretation included information regarding
the effectiveness of menus for each type of customer, who—in this study—were divided based on
the soft clustering approach in terms of four aspects: recency, frequency, monetary, and distance
from the salon. The proposed model exhibited the adequacy of using both the causal models and
the sensitivity analysis for analyzing the data.

6.2. Theoretical and managerial implications
The theoretical implementation of this study involved introducing the concept of “one-to-one
marketing” (Klabjan & Pei, 2011) to the BN. Many studies have supported decision-making with
regard to personalized coupon issuing based on statistical approaches (e.g., Klabjan et al., 2011;
Jo-Ting Wei et al., 2013). These approaches did not consider the causal relationships between the
factors. Because BN allows for showing the causal relationship between the factors, BN approach
can be considered as a preferable option; however, the conventional model was applicable with
regard to data from a single population. In the real world, the assumption is strict, and it is
necessary to obtain a new BN approach for data from multiple populations. As described above,
the consideration of one-to-one marketing in the BN approach is the theoretical implementation.

It should be noted that, for the management and for the issuing of coupons, thus a completely
efficient approach has not been developed yet (Jo-Ting Wei et al., 2013); each salon and the
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researches repeat a “trial and error” process (e.g., Soulliere, 1997; Ward et al., 2007). Therefore,
this study can be a support for the decision making for the coupon issuing. However, we have not
assembled the method in a real system; it was thus not possible to consider the adequacy.

6.3. Future work
Some limitations and future works remain to be discussed. The first limitation is the validity of the
influence of the bootstrap method. Since the results depended on the number of samples, we
created samples through boot strap sampling. The simulation study should be derived. Second, the
PLSA approach, which is based on the Bayesian estimation, should be considered. We used the
maximize likelihood approach when we estimated the parameters of PLSA; however, we should
consider the Bayesian approach, since the Bayesian Network is applied by using the results of PLSA
analysis. The third one was the proposal of utilizing a BN for probabilistic data. This proposal was
expected to solve the setting of the boot strap, since we did not have to create samples through
the simulation approach. Furthermore, the theoretical discussion of our method also involved
discussions of future work. These future works will enable the realization of a coupon issuing
system based on the proposed method. Thus, it is necessary to create a “guideline for use” for
practitioners.
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